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Abstract

Model-driven engineering (MDE) is considered a well-established software
development approach that uses abstraction to bridge the gap between the
problem space and the software implementation. In MDE, many problems
are solved using model transformation, which is a paradigm that manipulates
high-level models to translate, evolve, or simulate them. However, the devel-
opment of a model transformation for a specific problem is still a hard task.
The main reason is the lack of a development process where transformations
must be designed before implemented. Design patterns provide experien-
tial reuse to software engineers when faced with recurring problems. Given
their various contexts of application, model transformations may also benefit
from design patterns. Although several studies have proposed design pat-
terns for model transformation, there is still no accepted common language
to express transformation patterns. Therefore, we propose a semi-formal way
to describe model transformation design patterns that is independent from
a specific transformation language and described in a practical way that is
directly implementable by model engineers. This paper presents a catalog
of 15 model transformation design patterns. We also demonstrate how it
is possible to automatically generate excerpts of a model transformation in
various languages given a design pattern. We conducted an initial survey
to motivate the need for model transformation design patterns and a user
study to validate the methodology we propose to solve problems as model
transformations based on design patterns.
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